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Central Jr. High School provides 8th and 9th grade education to 
students in Springdale, AR. The school educates 950 students 
with 55 teachers to deliver “…in participation with parents & 
community, seeks to instill in its students high standards of 
academic achievement, integrity, and responsible citizenship.” 
 

 
Situation 
 
Teachers in the Springdale School District have always 
believed that data analysis could help them deliver 
instruction at the right time to the right student. To do 
this, they need student performance data to help 
identify strengths or weaknesses; and then use this 
data to develop instructional plans.  
 
However, this vision was not easy to realize. First, 
teachers needed to create appropriate formative 
assessments to get the initial data. Then, they needed 
to create multiple differentiated assignments to 
address the strengths and weaknesses of their 
students. 

 
Solution 
 
In early 2015, teachers in Central Jr. High started using 
Edcite as their assignment platform in order to get 
student performance data quickly:    

 
• Teachers administer formative assessments to 

gather data twice a week.  
• Teachers search Edcite’s library for 

assignments—by grade, subject and 
standard—and modify these to fit their 
students’ needs. 

• Data is immediately available after a 
student submits—it’s completely online!  

• Teachers review student data to decide what 
types of sessions are needed; and then use 
exit slips after the sessions to see if students 
have mastered the skills.  

 

 
Based on this success, Central Jr. High participated in 
an early pilot program for Edcite Schools—which 
scales to an entire school/district using master 
distributions and powerful reporting capabilities to 
aggregate student data across classes & schools.  
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In December 2015, Central Jr. High selected Edcite 
Schools for both formative and summative 
assessments. 
  

• Central Jr. High is creating common 
assessments that will be used by several 
schools in the Springdale School District.   

• A team of teachers is tasked with using the data 
from Edcite Schools to ensure that differentiation 
happens effectively. 

 

Results 
 
Central Jr. High is leveraging data in order to drive 
authentic learning. Teachers and administrators now 
have a versatile platform that makes data analysis 
easier, more efficient, and more effective. 
 
In 2016, several junior high schools in Springdale have 
adopted Edcite Schools and are using common 
assessments. All campuses can now be more 
intentional with individualized student instruction.  
 

 
 
Edcite is proud to partner with Central Jr. High, and the 
larger Springdale School District, in this journey! 


